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Resumo 

Esta dissertação surge com o objetivo de conceber uma proposta de metodologia para a criação 
de programas de formação para start-ups em fase de scale-up. 

O trabalho foi desenvolvido em duas fases. Durante a primeira fase foram identificados os 
temas de formação e serviços de apoio que os empreendedores necessitam na fase de scale-up 
das suas empresas, através de um estudo de campo exploratório. Neste estudo foram utilizadas 
como fontes primárias de informação quinze entrevistas a diferentes stakeholders nacionais e 
internacionais e a participação em eventos temáticos dedicados a scale-ups, que decorreram 
durante a realização do estudo. Como fontes secundárias de informação recorremos a 
informações públicas de programas já existentes e de serviços de apoio operacionais para start-
ups, quer em Portugal, quer noutros países.  

Com base neste estudo prévio, durante a segunda fase do trabalho foi desenvolvida uma 
metodologia para o desenho de programas de formação à medida para start-ups em fase de 
scale-up, que contém quatro fases distintas: avaliação, sugestão, seleção e ação. A modelação 
do serviço de formação visa proporcionar uma experiência holística e, por esta razão, aplica o 
conceito de Multilevel Service Design (MSD), que faz parte do Customer Experience Modeling 
(CEM), e recorre às práticas de cocriação e participação dos diferentes stakeholders a fim de 
responder às necessidades especificas das start-ups. 

A metodologia proposta pretende guiar passo-a-passo o desenho de programas de formação 
para scale-ups, tendo por base o conhecimento empírico recolhido no trabalho de campo e os 
conceitos da área de desenho de serviços. Investigação futura poderá aplicar a metodologia a 
diversas start-ups por fim a validar a sua utilidade e eficácia. 
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Abstract 

The goal of this research project is to develop a methodology for the design of training programs 
for start-ups in scale-up phase.  

This study is divided in two parts. The first part identified the training and supporting services 
needed by entrepreneurs scaling-up their start-ups, by means of an exploratory field research. 
Primary data was collected from fifteen interviews carried out with national and international 
stakeholders, as well as from the participation in events dedicated to scale-ups that took place 
during the time period of this study. Secondary data was collected from public sources about 
existing training programs for start-ups, as well as about existing operational support services 
to start-ups in Portugal and other countries. 

The second part makes use of the empirical evidence collected in the first part in order to 
develop a methodology for the design of a tailored training program for start-ups in scale-up 
phase, which encompasses four distinct stages: evaluation, suggestion, selection and action. 
The training service modelling included in the methodology aims at providing a holistic 
experience and therefore uses the Multilevel Service Design (MSD), which is part of the 
Customer Experience Modeling (CEM). MSD makes use of co-creation and stakeholders 
involvement in order to address specific startups’ needs.  

The proposed methodology is a step-by-step guide for the design of training programs for start-
ups in scale-up phase, which is based on the empirical evidence from field research and the 
concepts of the service design field. Future research may apply the proposed methodology to 
various start-ups towards validating its usefulness and efficacy. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context and Motivation 

Companies based on high education institutions, launched by students and / or professors, as 
well as most start-ups, aren’t seeing the brightest and expected future. There are many 
difficulties that can be sketched, from pricing, features, marketing, invoicing, human resources 
or even sales, and as is also demonstrated by the study Spin-up: A comprehensive program 
Aimed to Accelerate University Spin-Off Growth (Oliveira et al., 2013), that they are not 
enhancing their true market value. 

Being an experienced and skilled programmer, is important but not necessarily the most critical 
skill to business. The problem of academic spin-offs growth and development can be addressed 
by training entrepreneurs into key business subjects which are essential to launch and develop 
those spin-offs. Customized training programs for start-ups, are very focused on the 
entrepreneurs’ needs during the first phases of their companies, in terms of technology, product, 
and market. Still, as start-ups start to scale, they need to gain competences in the area of 
operations management, in order to enhance opportunities and influence growth. 

Although companies can be scalable, some leaders may not have the management skills needed 
to develop the business. After becoming a start-up CEO, these entrepreneurs are convict to the 
same principles, their strengths and habits, and therefore increasing the risk of creating 
dysfunctional companies. They need to set high-level goals, when facing a new threat or 
opportunity, and be able to ensure the best choice, that should not be based solely upon the 
principles of their specialization (Hamm, 2009). But, which competences are critical, and how 
can we achieve them it’s our study proposal. 

 

1.2 The Training Program 

When we are talking of competences, even in Silicon Valley wisdom, Ben Silbermann, CEO 
of Pinterest, says that the way they grew it was about marketing, mostly grassroots of marketing, 
not better algorithms and reinforced also by saying that he needed a better distribution, and that 
there would be many ways to success (Gannes Liz, 2012). In order to achieve this success, 
every venture depends on scaling, by adding more employees, customers, locations, but the 
problem, however, is that scaling comes with inherent risk. And, even the best founders and 
teams face setbacks, make mistakes, and must muddle through stretches of confusion and 
uncertainty (Rao and Sutton, 2014). 

A start-up facing his growth, driving to Scale-up, must be open to learning, to new experiences, 
to iterate his business model. But the survival of this new technology company requires the 
creation of procedures, which are needed to exploit this technological opportunity, to preserve 
the competitive advantage of this possession, protecting it against immediate imitation by others 
(Gans and Stern, 2003). 

A Scale-up begin without any competitive advantage than its technology, but to survive, and 
have a continuous growth, must develop manufacturing and marketing assets that must be used 
in conjunction with their new technology (Nerkar and Shane, 2003). How to better survive and 
which universal success factors are relevant for start-ups, must be reflected. “To make the 
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analysis of the metafactors more transparent and interpretable, appropriate categories grounded 
in the literature’s existing frameworks were generated” (Chrisman et al., 1998; Gartner, 1985; 
Timmons and Spinelli, 2004): market and opportunity; the entrepreneurial team; and resources 
as referred in Table 1.  

 

 

 

The result of this study are compelling: only eight of the twenty four metafactors are 
homogenous and significant, suggesting that they are the only universal factors for the 
performance of NTV’s (New technology Ventures) respectively: supply chain integration, 
market scope, firm age, size of founding team, financial resources, marketing experience, 
industry experience and patent experience. The study also suggested a theoretical framework 
consisted of five elements: entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurial team, entrepreneurial 
resources, strategic and organization fit, and performance (see Figure 1) (Song et al., 2007). 

 

Table 1 Definitions of the 24 Meta-factors (Song et al., 2007) 
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Success in business ecosystems, requires collaboration and competition, demanding strategic 
thinking to leverage a firm’s resources and capabilities. Strategic thinking and the 
entrepreneurial activities in an ecosystem influence one another in a cycle that perpetuates and 
even sparks innovation (Zahra and Nambisan, 2012). New knowledge can also be generated by 
intersecting entrepreneurship with operations management, therefore creating value, by 
providing best practices for entrepreneurs, to reach their goals, recognizing also the 
opportunities and constraints that exist. Cooperation between the two should lead to fewer 
failures and more and faster successes, with strong networking and partnerships, with 
technology and innovation orientation, and much more themes (Jill R. Kickul et al, 2010). These 
are evidences that there is space to enhance entrepreneurs’ skill set with a training program 
designed with foundation themes and according to start-up specific needs. 

 

1.3 Research Goals 

This research aims at providing a methodology for the design of training programs for start-ups 
in the scale-up phase. The purpose of this study is to (1) analyze existing training programs for 
start-ups in Portugal and other countries, (2) identify operational supporting services offered to 
start-ups, (3) identify the training and supporting services needed by entrepreneurs scaling-up 
their start-ups, (4) design a training program for start-ups in scale-up phase. 

 

Figure 1 The Integrated Framework of New Entrepreneurial Firm Performance 
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1.3.1 Research Method 

Due to the exploratory nature of this study goals a qualitative field research method was chosen 
as appropriate. This Qualitative Field Research is to explore the state of the practice or the 
human aspects of training, using qualitative methods can be very fruitful as described by Denzin 
and Lincoln as, “a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 
interpretive, material practices that make the world visible” (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, p. 3). 
According to Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas, well-designed qualitative studies can answer 
research questions that cannot be answered through quantitative methods, because they offer 
alternative approaches in collecting knowledge about the practice (Koro-Ljungberg and 
Douglas, 2013). 

Considering Ketokivi & Choi (2014), qualitative findings can grow from combination of 
different methodological approaches and research designs, and are valid and indispensable to 
research: In-depth, open-ended interviews and the three modes of conducting case research (see 
Figure 2). 

Figure 2 Case Research Modes 

 

Interviews with open-ended questions are used in this present thesis to collect, in-depth 
responses about people’s experiences, perceptions, opinions, feelings, and knowledge 
exploration, about training needs and operational supporting services, to different stakeholders, 
and considering two perspectives, the internal view from the scale-up, regarding C-level 
managers, and also the external view, of Accelerator’s, Venture Capitalists and Subject 
Specialists, reflecting their opinion about the investigated phenomenon. 

Additionally, with observation, it was rewarding to be present in different sessions, organized 
for the Scale-up theme, absorbing experiences, adding valuable knowledge, with very good 
feedback, a lot of know-how, and networking.  
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1.4 Report Structure 

This document is organized in the following chapters: 

● Chapter 1 - Introduction: describes context and motivation, training program itself, 
research project goal, objectives and method; 

● Chapter 2 - Literature Review: critical and in depth analysis of relevant literature; 

● Chapter 3 - Methodology: explains the language and terminology, the explanations and 
theories being used, the methods and the type of analysis that will be used to interpret the data 
and information collected; 

● Chapter 4 – Stakeholder Holistic View: understanding the customer experience; 

● Chapter 5 - Designing the training program: focus on the Training Methodology and 
Service Design 

● Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Challenges: 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Scale-up Definition 

When Steve Blank started teaching, he thought that all entrepreneurs and start-ups were aiming 
for billion dollar markets and kept at it until achieving liquidity or ran out of money. In recent 
years he reconsidered and said he was wrong. A start-up can have six varieties: lifestyle, small 
business, scalable, buyable, social and inside a large company (Blank, 2013). From these, some 
are growing businesses, which we call “scale-ups” to distinguish them from start-ups, represent 
exactly the kind of long-term entrepreneurship that improves societies, jobs, quality of life, and 
innovation (Isenberg and Fabre, 2014). 

The Bold Ones Report, bring us a life stage framework into sectorial groups, with young, 
adolescent, maturing and adult companies. A great view is the characterization of the adolescent 
companies that are on the scale up phase, emphasizing the need for processes and organizational 
robustness to deploy their competitive advantage across an increasingly widening customer 
base (World Economic Forum, 2014). 

A scale-up it’s not just a growing process, it’s the start-up development and improvement, and 
it’s a big step from early-stage barriers (Figure 3). This mean that it must be a continuous 
process, the “Graduation Day”, when the start-up finds a scalable, repeatable business model 
(Blank and Dorf, 2012). Scalable start-ups require risk capital to fund their search for a business 
model, and they attract investment from equally venture capitalists. When they find it, their 
focus on scale requires even more venture capital to fuel rapid expansion (Blank, 2013). 

Brad Feld, managing director of the foundry Group, had the epiphany, during the Global 
Entrepreneurs Congress, that while millions are “starting up,” not everyone is thinking about 
the next step, “scaling up”. He considers that companies shouldn’t focus on hitting a “magic 
number” for sales, but rather consider the potential of their idea to grow and affect as many 
people as possible (Ortmans, 2013). We can also see this general idea within a private equity 
vocabulary, that scale-up means the process of a company growing quickly, while maintaining 
operational and financial controls in place (Tuck, 2002). 

 

 

 

Figure 3 From Start-ups to Scale-ups (SEP, 2014)  
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Having this in mind, for Marco Marinucci at Startup Europe Partnership, the “magic numbers” 
are:  

Startup:  ‹ $0.5M/1M funding raised in the last three-year period or bootstrapped companies 
with revenue in this range. 

Scaleup: $0.5M/1M – $100M funding raised in the last three-year period or bootstrapped 
companies with revenue in this range. 

Scaler: >$100M funding raised in the last three-year period or bootstrapped companies with 
revenue in this range (Marinucci, 2014). 

These definition consider also recent data, because of the percentage of scale-ups (Figure 5, 
Marinucci, 2014), by the year of foundation of european scale-ups, which is growing, 31% 
between 2005 to 2009, but these numbers are more expressive in recent years, reaching 57% 
during 2010 to 2014. But there is also the experience from countries where this grow was 
stronger (Figure 4, Marinucci, 2014), like UK 26%, or DE with 16%. 

 

 

 

The definition that we used in this study had Marco Marinucci “magic numbers” for scale-ups, 
that is from $0.5M/1M to $100M funding raised in the last three-year period or bootstrapped 
companies with revenue in this range, but having also in mind, that we were making a study in 
Portugal, although with some international feedback. 

The case study analysis proposed by Vohora, indicates that Universities Spin Off’s go through 
a number of different distinct phases of activity in their development and also that between the 
different phases of development they found that ventures face “critical junctures” in terms of 
the resources and capabilities they need to acquire to progress to the next phase of development 
(Vohora et al, 2004). 

Endeaver term of “High-impact entrepreneur” it was used to help differentiate between all types 
of entrepreneurship, and by “high-impact” meant “individuals with the biggest dreams, the 
greatest potential to create companies that matter and grow, and the highest likelihood to inspire 
others”. This analysis of high-impact entrepreneurs, looking at how innovative, entrepreneurial 
companies provide their customers with different and better products, also create jobs with 

Figure 5 Scale-ups by Country Figure 4 Scale-ups by Foundation Year 
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different skill sets, deploying capital and creating wealth, all in order to create considerable 
economic value, capturing market share and differentiating themselves (World Economic 
Forum, 2014). Entrepreneurs must ensure that the start-up doesn’t stagnate and ultimately 
decline, by optimizing the chances of success and minimizing risk, iterating rules, roadmaps, 
skill sets and tools, achieving the expected result of growth. 

 
2.2 Understanding Start-ups Growth 

We must fully immerse in entrepreneurship to completely understand start-ups growth. 
Entrepreneurial scale-ups are companies, which are run and owned by growth-driven leaders, 
and which at any stage of their lives may launch a new growth trajectory (Isenberg and Fabre, 
2014). 

What is the difference between high-growth and mom-and-pop start-ups? The right path does 
exist and it’s possible to follow? There are essentially two kinds of entrepreneurs: the “mom-
and-pop” entrepreneur, a.k.a. the lifestyle entrepreneur, and the “high-growth” entrepreneur 
(Steven Rogers, 2009). While the first manage the small business that provides enough income 
to maintain the lifestyle, the second has the expectation that it will grow exponentially, creating 
wealth for himself, investors and even to his employees. 

There is new trend, with focus on the power of scale-ups, as the drivers for success, that brought 
us the Global Scale Up Declaration. In the Global Entrepreneurship Week, in November 2014, 
with 140 countries and over 10.000 events to celebrate entrepreneurial start-ups, it was 
developed the Scale Up Declaration. A starting and rallying point for what the entrepreneurship 
discussion should accomplish, hoping to gain momentum. 

Growing a high-tech spinout company isn’t for the faint hearted, the anxious or the suicidal. 
Without creating the right infrastructure, and putting checks and controls in place scale-ups 
would simply have descended into chaos by now and run out of cash (Vohora et al, 2004). There 
are multiple types of critical mass for different types of business, and the appropriate scale-up 
metrics will define how a particular scale-up is to reaching its critical mass, and other factors 
such as the key employees required to scale particular types of scale-ups are considered as well. 
“Exactly like the normalization of start-up investment has become normalized over time, scale-
up metrics will be standardized” (Marco Marinucci, 2014). 

 

Table 2 SEP Scale-up Metrics 
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After recognizing the deficit of scale-ups across the continent, EBAN have announced, in 
Barcelona, at the Mobile World Congress, a partnership with Mind the Bridge, supporting the 
growth of Europe’s most promising companies. Gathering the initiatives that are working well, 
sharing experience in open innovation and bridging start-ups to corporates. The President of 
EBAN, Candace Johnson, stated that this partnership will provide the “missing link” for start-
ups to corporates. 

Although we are still checking the latest data at this very moment, from recent years, we need 
to realize growth, to understand and to replicate these features to all start-ups who wish to grow 
steadily, accelerating their development. 

 
2.3 Determinants of Growth 

In Startup Owners Manual, Steve Blank used the IMVU  example, and their founders’ 
perception when facing the company rapidly scaling beyond their skills. Recognizing the need, 
they recruited a skilled CEO, naming and acting themselves as board members. This choice 
made possible the transition from searching for a business to execution and grew the company 
steadily (Steve Blank, Bob Dorf, 2012). Sometimes there is the need for stopping the daily task 
and start seeing the business strategically. This innovation for driving productivity growth, was 
also showed by the Mckinsey & Company report, which observed that innovation capital (that 
is composed by physical capital, knowledge capital and human capital) is an important driver 
of economic growth. And results showed that over the same period, investments in human 
capital generated higher marginal returns than investments in knowledge capital (Mckinsey & 
Co., 2013). 

Currently there are many studies with focus on success factors for New Technology Ventures, 
but the empirical results are often controversial and fragmented. The Success Factors in New 
Ventures, which we discussed before, revealed eight universal success factors, from the twenty 
four metafactors studied, that were homogeneous positive significant and are correlated to 
venture performance. There is no unique answer or just a certain way, and even this meta-
analysis suggested a future research of five elements, from their framework: entrepreneurial 
opportunities, entrepreneurial team, entrepreneurial resources, strategic and organizational fit, 
and performance (Michael Song et al, 2008). New venture creation is a complex phenomenon, 
entrepreneurs and their firms vary widely, the actions they take or do not take and the 
environments they operate in and respond to are equally diverse, and all these elements form 
complex and unique combinations in the creation of each new venture (Gartner, 1985). 

Analyzing successful start-ups we can find what each co-founder bring and allow the 
organization to grow. A recent research show that more than fifty percent of founders in billion 
dollar “unicorns” are immigrant entrepreneurs. They are taking to America new ideas, starting 
companies by themselves or with other co-founders, by filling key management or product 
development position, acting as CTO’s, CEO’s or VP’s of Engineering (Koh, 2016). 

According to previous reports, immigrants can enhance the attractiveness of a community to 
external investors by rounding out the labor pool with skills that may be in short supply locally 
(Morley, 2013). There is some new data from Israeli start-ups that are scaling, thus giving more 
support these reports. First, they are Israeli-run (91% Israeli CEO’s) but with global footprints 
(82% global offices). Second, their majority (91%) have received foreign funding, mainly 
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american. For last, these scale-ups are run by entrepreneurs (63%) that have started companies 
before (Bussgang and Stern, 2015). 

For Adolph and Greenwood, the best recipe for sustained and profitable growth is making the 
most of what we already do well, by combining four approaches to growth: 

1. In-market leverage; 

2. Near-market expansion; 

3. Disruptive growth; 

4. Capability development. 

Most companies exhibiting consistent long-term growth - Amazon, Apple, Disney, General 
Electric, Nike, Oracle, Starbucks, and Walmart among them - have followed and continue to 
follow this path” (Adolph and Greenwood, 2015).  

For Dan Gilmore, as a start-up begins to take off, founders need to pay close attention to the 
energy and efficiency of their team. To bring the enterprise to scale, they need to invest in filling 
in gaps in expertise and shifting resources to customer service. He stated also that we must trust 
employees to know how best they work, while seeing how each is contributing to the start-ups 
success. He concluded saying that management should be about empowering, knowing what 
your team needs to succeed to get over the next hurdle and how to optimize their individual 
talents (Schawbel, 2014). 

The Bolton Consulting Group also identified a suite of tools that can help companies to discover 
a holistic view of growth. They’ve identified five keys success factors that differentiate the 
most innovative organizations: commitment of senior management, ability to leverage 
Intellectual Property, strong management of IP portfolio, customer focus, well-defined and 
well-governed processes. But ensuring that there is no right formula for lasting advantage, 
sustained growth and corporate longevity (Brigl et al., 2014). 

From the analysis of this literature we arrived at the same statement from the Bolton Consulting 
Group, that there is no right list of determinants of growth, or as they affirm, there is no right 
formula for growth. Although this is our statement, we also can conclude that there are some of 
those determinants that have a different impact and are part of the success of those scale-ups: 

1. Human Resources; 
2. Capital; 
3. Intellectual Property; 
4. Experience; 
5. Networking. 

 

2.4 The Chasm 

A start-up becomes a scale-up after it has validated its business model hypothesis, solved all 
the start-up challenges, and thereby is ready for growth, and as Onetti called this “crossing the 
growth chasm”, a modification and reapplication of Geoffrey Moore’s phrase (Onetti, 2014). 
The Chasm, or “Valley of Death”, represented by the Figure 7, means that start-ups will collapse 
if they are unable to raise capital from a potential angel investor or venture capital fund, while 
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they don’t burst sales and develop the technology. This also means technology adoption life 
cycle, modelling how different groups of customers “adopt” a product or service over time. 

But supporting these start-ups advancing in their path requires more than physical capital help. 
Access to knowledge and human capital is also needed as they go along. There is a high 
probability that a start-up will die before a steady income is established. After receiving the first 
round, the start-up has growing costs, offices, staff, operating cost, while it’s not having enough 
sales, it may fall because of cash flows. Entrepreneurs must convince investors with killing 
business plan, achieving attractive return, compensating the high risk, but trying to build a 
business model that does not require a big amount to start. Societies’ leaders need to rebalance 
entrepreneurship policy towards scale, not start (Isenberg, 2012), and it’s the great difference 
between success and failure in a tech venture. 

The analysis of Bart Clarysse et al. (2014) between the development of knowledge and business 
ecosystems, showed that policy makers have primarily supported the creation of knowledge 
ecosystems assuming that these ecosystems would automatically trigger the development of 
business ecosystems. They concluded that the value creation processes in knowledge and 
business ecosystems are fundamentally different, meaning that policies must be customized to 
support each type of ecosystem. Supporting large, established companies to fulfill their role as 
keystone players may be an important way forward (Clarysse et al., 2014). These kind of 
networking resembles with the one practiced in Silicon Valley where every unicorn is a mentor, 
speaker, and support all the other start-ups. 

A sensible approach to the market, is starting a niche business using some aspects of the 
technology to get started, while developing related technology and secure intellectual property, 
to put yourself in the lead, when the market develops (Milton Chang, 2011). But different stages 
require different capabilities, and Michael Lewrick (2010) identified that, growing 
organizations become more complex and not only the growing infrastructure has to be managed 
but also the awareness of the change and transition process, and also the dynamic and 
competitive environment that requires continuous adoption and innovation. Therefore, in these 
speed cycles the start-up must share the same values to all the company, and be sure to be tuned 
at their different levels, with a shared policy and raising awareness through training. 

 
2.5 The Training Process 

When we are talking about the real world and a growing start-up, this means combining 
different factors beyond education and the entrepreneur dynamism, having always in mind, the 
need to identify drivers for innovation and success. We have mentioned above that many of the 

Figure 6 The Chasm 
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training programs consider mainly the start-up dimension, disregarding the skills and 
knowledge for more mature stages.  

But each stakeholder must know what core capabilities can generate a better path throughout 
the different stages, promoting business growth. This education will develop the appropriate 
learning ecosystem to boost creativity, innovation and the ability to “think outside the box”. 
The report “Educating the Next Wave of Entrepreneurs” (2009) from the World Economic 
Forum provides some examples of practices because this field is moving and growing extremely 
rapidly, being difficult to create the best practices. Entrepreneurial education gives a mix of 
experiential learning, skill building, and the most important, a mindset shift (WEF, 2009). 

Mentioning Peter Drucker, “the man who invented management”, most of what we hear about 
entrepreneurship is all wrong, it’s not magic, it’s not mysterious, and it has nothing to do with 
genes. It’s a discipline and, like any discipline, it can be learned. The transformation of a start-
up into a successful business requires different capabilities and goes beyond exploring an idea 
or iterating the business plan. Innovation and entrepreneurship education have been discussed 
for their central role in the development of business and the entire ecosystem. The creation of 
knowledge or business are key factors for competitiveness and growth, and entrepreneurs and 
educators must be tuned on these key factors to sustain and manage the growth phase. 

For Michael Lewrick (2010), the program should focus on building awareness for the necessity 
of innovations and prepare inventors, entrepreneurs and students for not simply starting an 
enterprise but the change process in growing companies. It’s necessary to teach and develop 
personal attributes and skills that form the basis for both entrepreneurship and the challenges 
of growing companies, with the vision of the need to change ensuring sustainability (Lewrick 
et al., 2010). 

In the World Bank Report for Entrepreneurial Education and Training (EET) represents 
academic education or formal training interventions that share the broad objective of providing 
individuals with the entrepreneurial mind-sets and skills to support participation and 
performance in a range of entrepreneurial activities (The World Bank, 2014). The key findings 
of the WEF 2009 report were outlined in Table 2, in terms of what, how, where and who to 
teach entrepreneurship, maximizing the learning of participants (WEF, 2009). 

Table 3 WEF Key Findings 
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Although we aimed to start-ups in the scale-up phase, the Spin-up (Oliveira et al, 2013) study, 
determine what skills tend to be lacking in Universities Spin-Offs (USO’s), having several 
researchers claimed that the pace of growth of some USO’s is highly influenced by the founders 
of these firms, who frequently lack key entrepreneurial skills (Geenhuizen and Ye, 2012). Their 
study reveal that a number of entrepreneurial skills missing were cutting growth: gain financial 
capital, internationalize business, increase sales, financial and economic literacy, managing 
marketing, human resources and operations, growth strategy and intellectual ownership 
approach. 

The training program must be a mix of educational approaches, aligning students or 
entrepreneur’s passions and interests with the educator pedagogical plan. This interaction is 
considered academagogy (McAuliffe and Winter, 2013), and can be explained as the process 
of negotiation between educator and student whereby the nature of content and resource 
identification and acquisition are negotiated. This sharing experience and best practices can 
enhance the entrepreneur ecosystem, with a more homogenous fit, stabilizing business creation 
(Maritz et al., 2015). Therefore, the training program must consider the value of the start-up 
experience, their needs and inputs, thus ensuring a framework of key issues with the start-up 
requirements. 

 
2.6 Service Design 

Bringing some of the light from the Reflections on the Service Experience Conference of 2013, 
Jamin Hegeman said that service design was the umbrella of the mixture of design and business 
speak. Service design brings a focus on people, design methods and tools, and creativity to the 
strategy, planning, design, and execution of service experiences. Focusing not just on the 
customer experience, but also the staff experience and operations necessary to achieve it 
(Hegeman, 2013). 

Service design is a multidisciplinary field that involves marketing, human resources, 
operations, organizational structure, and technology disciplines (Ostrom et al., 2010). Service 
design fills the gap, being the prescription, between what is the customer pain and the service 
experience solution. All innovation, whether a service process or a tangible product, should be 
viewed as a service-logic innovation. This challenge to traditional, attribute based views of 
innovation stems from the understanding that any innovation (or change) in product or process 
requires changes in customer thinking, participation, and capabilities to create and realize value 
(Michel et al., 2008), and this how we can see the real value of co-creation.  

 
2.6.1 Value Co-creation 

A firm value must be deployed with different integration of customer co-design and co-
production, requiring an understanding of how customers by using a firm’s offering, with an 
interaction perspective, exceeding customer expectations, and continuously inventing new 
value propositions. And quoting Stefan Michel, altering value as it is defined and used by the 
customer, not value in production and exchange, defines innovation (Michel et al., 2008). 

Involving the customer in the co-creation of the product or service, and upgrading it to the total 
customer experience in all possible phases: search, purchase, consumption, and aftersales. 
Creating the superior customer experience his one of the central objectives in today’s retail 
world. (Verhoef et al., 2009).We can all have great customer interaction, be critical and iterate, 
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improving continuously our business or even creating a new business. These approaches, 
methods and tools give us one certainty, they have been developed by researchers and are being 
continuously applied in the implementation of new projects in all the different areas. 

The case research carried out by Michel et al. (2008), also suggests three different patterns of 
service-logic innovations, when applying the framework to business travel, as we see in the 
example of Table 3: creating smarter offerings, changing the integration of value, and 
reconfiguring the value constellation. We must understand that any innovation changes the way 
customers co-create value with the company, and it facilitates a more customer-centric view of 
innovation rather than the traditional and limiting product-centric view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This new value propositions will increase the organizational strategy and improve the firm 
competitive advantage. 

 
2.6.2 Bridge Model 

This Bridge Model is design process that may be described as the path from analysis to 
synthesis, where the left column represents the current situation or problem (Analysis), and the 
right column represents the proposed response or solution (Synthesis). The bottom row 
represents reality and the top row the abstraction models. See Figure 9. 

 

 

Table 4 Service-Logic Innovations - Business Travel Case 
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After achieving a common point from the model of what “is”, then what “could be” scenario it 
is implied. By modelling alternatives from our first model, we’ve moved to the upper-right 
quadrant, to the use and development of models of “could be”. This realm of abstraction is 
where we bridge the gap between analysis and synthesis, by thinking with models. The use of 
models in this realm of abstraction, improves communication of knowledge (Teixeira et al., 
2012), making visible system’s elements and its interactions, and by obtaining the same 
perspective, giving the panoramic view from the problem to the solution (Dubberly et al., 2008). 
This model was chosen for this study, because it allows develop a variety of scenarios that can 
be presented and discussed with the scale-up, co-creating the training program, and 
subsequently introduce the final prototype of the ideal scenario to be implemented.  

 
2.7 Service Design Methods 

The challenge of designing a great service is giving relevance to service users, keeping in mind 
staff, suppliers and customers. Design tools and methods will deliver an in-depth understanding 
of user behaviors, their likes and their pains, enabling new perceptions to be developed. The 
challenge it is also the scarcity of scholarly research on the customer experience construct and 
customer experience management, which calls for a theory-based conceptual framework that 
can serve as a stimulus and foundation for such research (Verhoef et al., 2009). 

Verhoef et al. (2009) suggest that the customer experience construction is holistic in nature and 
involves the customer’s cognitive, affective, emotional, social and physical responses to the 
retailer. This experience is created not only by those elements which the retailer can control 
(e.g., service interface, retail atmosphere, assortment, price), but also by elements that are 
outside of the retailer’s control (e.g., influence of others, purpose of shopping). This must cover 
the total customer experience, modeling the search, purchase, consumption, and after-sale 
phases of the experience, and also may involve multiple retail channels. 

Figure 7 Bridge Model 
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2.7.1 Customer Experience Modeling 

Zomerdijk and Voss (2009) emphasize, that it is unclear which service elements create the most 
compelling contexts. Existing methods address some of the elements of customer experiences, 
but there is no systematized representation of a more holistic view of the customer experience 
to support service design (Teixeira et al., 2012). Customer experiences cannot be designed by 
the organization, but services can be designed for the customer experience (Patrício et al., 
2011). 

Customer Experience Modeling (CEM) was presented to fill this research gap and to provide a 
robust toolset for service designers, as a method for capturing the rich and complex elements 
that shape an experience. The creative transition from understanding the customer experience 
to devising service solutions is crucial for service design, and models can play a key role in 
facilitating this transition process (Patricio and Fisk, n.d.). CEM systematizes and represents 
customer experience to support service design efforts, and it is applied in the early stages of the 
service design process (Teixeira et al., 2012). 

There are several multidisciplinary contributions included in CEM (Figure 9). Human activity 
modeling (HAM) is an interaction design tool for capturing and representing activities and their 
context (Constantine, 2009; Teixeira et al., 2012). HAM provides the conceptual grounding and 
notation for CEM. From service design and requirements engineering, we embedded in CEM 
the concept of customer experience requirements (CER) (Patrício et al., 2008). Based on the 
goal-oriented analysis concept of soft goal (Mylopoulos et al., 1999; Teixeira et al., 2012), CER 
have integrated requirements engineering and service design, bringing to the latter a way to 
express customer desired attributes. Employing CER’s enables the assessment of how each 
service element influences the customer experience. Finally, multilevel service design (MSD) 
(Patricio et al., 2011) provides the connection between customer experience and service design 
through three hierarchical levels that frame the experience study, from service concept to 
service system to specific service encounter (Teixeira et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 8 Customer Experience Modeling (Teixeira et al., 2012) 
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This holistic approach tries to enhance customer experience as a whole, giving an integrated 
view of activities, actors, artifacts, and technological systems. Despite CEM being integrated, 
does not exclude the complementary use of other methods or tools (Teixeira et al., 2012). 

When looking within some industries it’s very difficult to improve further than competition, 
when performance and service offerings are at maximum, getting the price as the ultimate 
decision maker. Seeking customer satisfaction through a differentiation strategy, where small 
details encompasses the holistic experience, fulfilling the customer journey (Bolton et al., 
2012).  

 

The journey of a user represents exactly the different touchpoints of his interaction with the 
service, giving emphasis on the workflow, losing redundant information and deepest details 
(Khan and Tallec, 2009). What is expected from this journey, is the multitude of positive and 
negative sensations at every touch point, increasing customer experience, providing 
management with a detailed blueprint, but much more empathetic and customer-centric. 

 
2.8 Motivations and Research Gaps 

The TEC Nation 2016 report from NESTA, the foundation for innovation in UK, when mapping 
the digital tech ecosystem, point out the key following findings: (a) the economy is growing 
faster in Digital Tech Industries than in the rest of economy; (b) digital technologies are 
transforming business beyond their ecosystem; (c) the Digital Tech Economy is creating 
employment opportunities with highly paid talent and skills; (d) clusters and networks are 
playing a key role, growing faster than local economies. 

The Scale-up report on UK economic growth, highlight most important issues for scale-ups, 
from hiring talent, accessing leadership capacity, and reaching clients in UK or abroad. Less of 
an issue were tax breaks, gaining bank loan finance, and attracting VC funding. Their views on 
potential remedies were centralizing information on companies’ growth through government 
departments or agencies, being easier for them to act as role models to customer’s partners and 
investors. Ensure educational institutions guarantee that students at schools, colleges, and 
universities come into contact with top scale-up business leaders. Local partnerships or clusters 
should have initiatives to promote the top scale-up companies to adults for the next phase of 
theirs careers and universities and private sector should ensure leadership development 
programmes of scale-ups. The industry should ensure itself the maintenance and renewal of all 

Figure 9 Customer Journey (Pinho et al., 2014) 
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infrastructures (Coutu, 2014). This was also stated by Isenberg and Fabre (2014), when they 
distinguish these power scale-ups from other start-ups, by their long-term entrepreneurship that 
improves societies, jobs, quality of life and innovation, and with a positive impact on 
economies. 

Scaleup Porto Manifesto came together aiming at fostering a sustainable entrepreneurial 
ecosystem where cities can work as true scale-up catalysts, and was officially launched with 
the presence and with some special words of Carlos Moedas, the European Commissioner for 
Research, Science and Innovation: “What I saw here was very interesting, regarding smart city 
matters. These entrepreneurs that make the connection between the physical and the digital 
world are turning Porto in a better and more intelligent city”. The Scaleup Porto aims to become 
a catalyst for creating an innovation ecosystem and a network of individuals and organizations 
that share the vision of a scale-up program. More than a statement presenting the action lines 
of the Porto strategy, Scaleup Manifesto Porto is also a city contribution to Scaleup for Europe 
movement, highlighting the importance of the involvement of cities in the growth process of 
ecosystems. 

Scaling up not only business goals but also social responsibility, like we have seen in Davos 
2016, during World Economic Forum. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon explored 
opportunities for the United Nations to scale up public-private partnerships that will advance 
the Sustainable Development Goals. The UN Secretary-General called for combining collective 
strengths to tackle global challenges, warning that “a crash in one market can drive a crisis 
around the world”, arguing that “doing business responsibly is the first step for any company 
that wants to contribute to sustainability”. He outlined how the UN Global Compact will be 
mobilizing its 13,000 participants and 85 Local Networks in 2016 to translate the SDGs into 
local business action and opportunity, including through identifying entrepreneurs, innovators 
and thought leaders from around the world who exemplify business as a force for good (WEF, 
2016).  

During the European Innovation Day it was discussed with SEC2SV Sounding Board and 
elaborated a report of recommendations for facilitating access and scale for businesses in 
Europe. They addressed key areas from Education, Infrastructure, Regulation, Harmonization, 
Internationalization, Investments, Acquisitions, Immigration, and Gender Gap. But also 
solutions to address the main gaps. In Education, entrepreneurship and coding should be taught 
at school, but Investors needed to be educated too. Improving Culture through education, 
sharing entrepreneurial success stories that can help speed up this process of cultural change. 
The creation of a European development center for non-European companies should then be 
facilitated to: (a) improve internationalization; (b) improve infrastructures, with access to the 
fastest internet connection; (c) increase the government funding of private venture capital funds 
is the more direct way. 

The opinion of Hargadon (2010) it’s that we have to ensure that companies make the transition 
from small venture to a sustaining business, financial capital may be the last form of capital 
start-ups need. Public finance is an attractive tool for federal policy makers, but it alone will 
not save entrepreneurs from riding into their own valleys of death. We share the same vision 
with Hargadon, that the investment should be done in the infrastructures that invest intellectual 
and social capital in these emerging ventures may be a more valuable and more critical 
intervention. In this moment, Portugal is starting this infrastructures with IFD, which aims the 
market failures in financing small and medium enterprises, through the management of 
investment funds, other autonomous assets or of other similar instruments, supported by public 
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funds to support the economy, and performing loans, including guarantees and other 
commitments.   

All of these programs can be effective at helping some of the most high-potential companies to 
reach goals more quickly and assuredly, and as Hathaway (2016) stated  perhaps more 
importantly, attracting more investors and focusing energy on the nascent start-up communities 
that have been spreading, which will be critical for boosting high-impact entrepreneurship and 
growth in the future. Considering UK maturity, and as Marinucci (2014) stand out for the 
number of scale-ups (26%) in comparison with UE other countries, they don’t have an issue 
with, taxes, gaining bank loan finance and attracting VC funding, or at least don’t consider it 
by  existing facilities or easy access. We already can see some enlightenment, because, we 
should use their experience and our networks to achieve and improve this results, of course that 
our financial market is less developed and focused for start-ups, but their major issues can be 
our first front of battle. Taking that into account, and what the independent study of Coutu 
(2014) point out, in our opinion, in the majority of scale-ups, we should focus in a training 
program that has major themes, that should be researched taking account the Portuguese case, 
but customized to each scale-up needs. 
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3 Methodology 

The purpose of this study is to analyze existing training programs for start-up’s in Portugal and 
other countries, identify operational supporting services offered to start-up’s, identify the 
training and supporting services needed by entrepreneurs scaling-up their start-ups, design a 
training program for start-up’s in scale-up phase. 

In Koro-Ljungberg et al. (2013) words, about qualitative research, is that the context, or setting, 
of the phenomenon being investigated takes on great importance. And says that similarly, Hatch 
(2002) proposes that natural settings, participant perspectives, extended first hand engagement, 
focus on meaning, wholeness and complexity, emergent and evolving research design, 
inductive data analysis, and incorporated researchers’ reflectivity are characteristics of 
qualitative research (Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas, 2013). 

For Patton (1990), when qualitative evaluation and applied research is conducted for real or 
practical purposes, there is no need for theoretical perspectives or a theoretical framework, 
saying that “…in real-world practice, methods can be separated from the epistemology out of 
which they have emerged. The methods of qualitative inquiry now stand on their own as 
reasonable ways to find out what is happening in programs and other human settings” (Patton, 
1990). 

For the identification of training and supporting services needed we performed an exploratory 
and field research, which we will detail in the next section, centering our observation on scale-
ups worldwide and collecting knowledge from entrepreneurs and in the empirical world. 

 
3.1 Exploratory Field Research 

“Field Research in management is defined as systematic studies that rely on the collection of 
original data – qualitative or quantitative – in real time organizations” (Edmondson and 
McManus, 2007). Methodological fit in field research, it’s a cyclic learning process that 
requires a mindset based on feedback, rethinking and revising, with a holistic view from the 
organization roots. 

 

 

Figure 10 Iteractive, Cyclic Learning Journey (Edmondson and McManus, 2007) 
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In our understanding it was extremely important to collect data based on face-to-face interviews 
to gather knowledge of individuals in their natural settings, obtaining a fruitful insight into 
situations and problems, has in-depth description of beliefs and experiences, by exploring their 
opinions. Additionally, we think that the interviewer should be out in the real world and 
involved in the everyday lives of the people he or she is studying. Written documents contain 
data such correspondence, reports, personal diaries, written responses to open-ended 
interviews, and also some flyers from the above mentioned events. This combination of 
participant observation, interviewing and document or artifact analysis, is typically a field 
research. 

The fundamental aspect of Field Research is that we were collecting data from the start-up 
context, as close as possible to the subjects, having access to each personal experience and from 
industry experts, absorbing every detailed descriptions. Our aim is to provide the widest range 
of evidence to obtain insight of scale-up’s point of view. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Field Research (author) 

Figure 12 Field Research Adapted (author) 
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3.2 Data Collection Methods 

The field work of this thesis was developed and composed of three components. First, a series 
of open-ended interviews were conducted, based on the scripts in Appendix A, with 
interviewees with two different profiles: C-level managers of start-ups or that have passed the 
scale-up phase in the past three years; and Subject Specialists, Accelerators and Venture 
Capitalists (3.5.1). Interviews with open-ended questions are used to collect in-depth responses 
about people’s experiences, perceptions, opinions, feelings, and knowledge. Open-ended 
interviews are the most widespread knowledge-producing technique in qualitative research, and 
interviews are considered to better suit the information gathering about the explicit customer 
needs, that is, the needs that customers are “able to verbalize” (Patrício and Fisk, 2012).  

Second, intense participant observation work was carried out, through the Start & Scale week, 
organized by ScaleUp Porto and Scale Up for Europe, dedicated to promoting innovation and 
entrepreneurship and job creation, based in Porto city. An agenda with initiatives aimed at the 
most varied public, which promises to strengthen the role of the Porto city as a reference, for 
the ScaleUp movement, at national and international grade. The second event was the EBAN 
Annual Congress, Global Investor Forum occurred also in May, at the Palácio das Artes. They 
have over 170 members in 51 countries, and demonstrated commitment to build the Early Stage 
Investment Community, that is tied to help start-ups “scale-up” through mentoring, networking, 
partnering and investment (Appendix B). The Startup Clinic Sessions event (Appendix C) aims 
to connect with the most relevant entities from north to south of the country, as well as the high 
tech-based profile local start-ups. Observation is a field work that involves collecting 
impressions of the world in a systematic and purposeful way by looking and listening. Collected 
data are in the form of field notes that are rich and detailed descriptions. This experience 
collection should include both observations and interviews in order to ensure that the customer 
experience is holistically studied in its natural context, generating a rich and detailed description 
from the point of view of the different stakeholders (Patrício and Fisk, 2012). 

And for last, the third component was written documents, events flyers, communications, 
letters, and written responses to open-ended interviews, which also contain valuable data. 
During the data collection phase in qualitative research, we must be aware of the surroundings 
where information exists. Field notes were generated throughout the data collection process, 
for later insights and future analysis (Dabić and Lincoln, 2005). 

 
3.3 Sampling Methods 

Sampling is the process of choosing actual data sources from a larger set of possibilities. This 
overall process actually consists of two related elements: defining the full set of possible data 
sources, which is generally termed the population, and selecting a specific sample of data 
sources from that population (Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas, 2013). 

In this qualitative research, issues related to defining the overall populations are generally 
treated as part of purposive sampling, which inherently requires an explicit definition of the 
kinds of data sources that are of interest, that we considered to be start-ups in the scale-up phase. 
The perspective use of two different profiles, External View (EV) and Internal View (IV), was 
selected to provide the broadest variety to the scale-up experience, ensuring that is holistically 
studied in its natural context, generating a rich and detailed description from the point of view 
of the different stakeholders (Patrício and Fisk, 2012). 
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Considering Patton words on sampling, after receiving letters to request detailed explanations 
about the sample size, “There are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry. Sample size 
depends on what you want to know, the purpose of the inquiry, what's at stake, what will be 
useful, what will have credibility, and what can be done with available time and resources” 
(Patton, 1990). 

The research goals of this study were to analyze existing training programs for start-ups in 
Portugal and other countries, identify operational supporting services offered to start-ups, 
identify the training and supporting services needed by entrepreneurs scaling-up their start-ups, 
design a training program for start-ups in scale-up phase. Obtaining the customer experience, 
regarding the needs for training skills and operational tools, is only possible through an direct 
approach of C-level manager of start-ups in scale-up phase, Accelerators, Venture Capitalists 
and Subject Specialists, because these entities materialize the exact profile for this project. 

 

 

 
3.4 Collecting Data 

 
3.4.1 Interviewing 

Jacob and Furgerson (2012) advocate that first time qualitative researchers use interview 
protocols to assist them in collecting data. The interview protocol is also, the procedure of 
interviewing and includes a script of what you will say before and at the conclusion of the 
interview, alert to collect the informed consent, and remind the interviewer of the information 
that it’s important to collect, being a procedural guide for directing a new qualitative researcher 
through the interview process. 

Before starting the interview, and after the initial explanation, the interviewee was presented 
with the Consent Form and the Interview Protocol as we can see in Appendix A, signing the 
first and initialling the second, regarding each profile. 

While carrying out the interviews, we could think creatively. Still taking notes while 
participants are speaking makes it difficult to steer concentration and give appropriate focus to 
what the speakers are communicating. Therefore, having the authorization to record the 
interviews, with the interviewee’s written consent, allowed me to conduct later in-depth 
analysis of participants’ answers, by comparing them with others, and I was able to properly 
feedback the interviewee, guiding through each question. Besides, recording participants’ 
answers ensures accuracy of data collection, filling gaps when information is missing, and 
assuring that the true essence was captured. 

The interviews were semi-structured, individual, as we stated before, in order to follow and 
analyze the narrative of the participants. We started with the initial pool of open-ended 
questions regarding training and then a second set of questions about operational supporting 
services. 

The following open ended questions are used for collecting opinions about training considering 
two different profiles that we can analyse in Appendix A. 
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• For Accelerator’s, Venture Capitalists and Subject Specialists: 

1.1 What is your academic background? 

1.2 What kind of training programs the team members must have during the first stages of the 
start-up (discovery, commitment and organizing)? 

1.3 What kind of training needs of a start-up, must have in the scale-up stage (grow) that differ 
from the first stages? 

Probes: Training subjects to cover in a training program specific for start-ups in scale-up phase. 

1.4 While developing a training program, would you prefer a general training for start-ups or a 
customized training for your start-up? 

 

• For C-level manager of start-ups in scale-up phase of companies that have passed the 
scale-up phase in the past three years: 

1.1 What is your academic background? 

1.2 What kind of training programs did the team members had during the first stages of the 
start-up (discovery, commitment and organizing)? 

1.3 What kind of training needs to you have in the scale-up stage (grow) that differ from the 
first stages of the start-up? 

Probes: Training subjects to cover in a training program specific for start-ups in scale-up phase. 

1.4 While developing a training program, would you prefer a general training for start-ups or a 
customized training for your start-up? 

 

Two additional open-ended questions were used to collect students’ opinions about Operational 
Supporting Services (OSS) also considering two different profiles. 

 

• For Accelerator’s, Venture Capitalists and Subject Specialists: 

2.1 What kind of Operational Supporting Services are used in general? 

2.2 What are the Operational Supporting Services that a start-up will need in the future? Are 
they available in the market? 

 

• For C-level manager of start-ups in scale-up phase of companies that have passed the 
scale-up phase in the past three years: 

2.1 What kind of Operational Supporting Services have you used so far? 

2.2 What are the Operational Supporting Services that your start-up will need in the future? Are 
they available in the market?  

 

Interviewees were able to ask questions and discuss during the writing answers on open-ended 
questions, which helped them to formulate answers. Collected answers were in the form of 
unstructured text that is suitable for qualitative analysis. 
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3.4.2 Observation 

The Startup Clinic Sessions event, on May 18, was organized by BGI and EIT Digital, and they 
are two different accelerators. BGI or Building Global Innovators, it’s a IUL MIT Portugal 
Accelerator, with a one year program, with expert mentorship, access to investor sessions, with 
long term impact, and facilitate scaling up through venture financing, by connecting global 
innovators to global investors. Start-ups like Veniam, Glucowise, Sensefinity, DoDOC, Movvo 
and D-ORBIT, are part of their most mediatic alumni (Appendix C). 

The EIT Digital Accelerator, in their words, is the leading European digital innovation and 
entrepreneurial education organization driving Europe’s digital transformation, and are scaling 
up European digital ventures. It does this by mobilizing over 130 top European corporations, 
universities and research institutes, being present in 14 cities. Just in 2015, they have admitted 
scale-ups from 16 countries and accelerated 110. And their innovation and entrepreneurship 
strategy is driven by 8 innovation action lines, as we can see through their innovation funnel 
(Appendix D).  

During the Scale Up for Europe Week, in Porto, from 20 to 28 of May, an agenda with several 
initiatives, as we can see in Appendix B, has shown the commitment to strengthen the role of 
Porto as a reference for the scale-up movement in national and international scale. During the 
EBAN event from 25 to 27 of May, it was possible to have training sessions for start-ups and 
business angels, to discuss growth strategies, and even discuss themes like Equity 
Crowdfunding and investment opportunities (Appendix B). 

 
3.5 Data Coding and Analysis 

Data analysis is based on coding techniques proposed by Charmaz (2003), where each piece of 
raw data collected from participants was carefully examined and compared with previously 
analyzed data. Extensive memos were written, using excel files, during the whole process of 
data analysis. During the analysis we identified some concepts that are related to skills and tools 
at different stages of a start-up company, we obtained confirmation that there was a clear 
repetition of identified skills and tools, which means that there is new and valuable information 
to be added. The gathering of data and the analysis of those data are iterative processes, and 
early data analysis provides sufficient insight to shape the gathering of further data, revising 
interview guides or to focus in future interviews as we can see through Appendix E, F, G and 
H. But the most important was coding the skills in theme sets that were based on executive 
training programs from Porto Business School and Católica Business School Porto that can be 
analysed in detail on Appendix I. 

Figure 13 Startup Clinic Sessions (buildingglobalinnovators.eu and www.eitdigital.eu) 
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4 Stakeholder Holistic View 

This study was based on the interviews of 15 different scale-up stakeholders, who had different 
backgrounds, start-up experience and perspectives. The number of interviews was very difficult 
to improve, considering the type of profiles, which made very difficult to obtain feedback, but 
also due to the time constrain. 

 
4.1 Background 

After listing all the academic background from the participants, we thought on the importance 
of the curriculum historic. From all participants there is a majority in Engineering courses 
(73%) as we can see in Figure 12, of which having more prevalence the Electrical and 
Computers course (36%) (Figure 13). 

 

Additionally, there is another course with higher results, related with the health sector and 
engineering, that it’s Biomedical reaching 12% in the engineering results. 

However, our analysis has in consideration that the same individual could had different courses, 
and since the course with more frequency, in the economic area is the MBA (55.5%), which is 
usually considered a post-graduation, we can conclude that the MBA it’s a choice of widening 
knowledge (see Figure 13). 

Figure 14 Background Global View (author) 

Figure 15 Background Analysis (author) 
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4.2 Training during the first stages of start-ups development 

Our empirical evidence shows that, regardless the type of the stakeholder, all consider that 
entrepreneurs need different skills at different stages of the start-up development. In the early 
stage of the start-up, there are five skills sets (see 3.5 and Appendix I), which were most 
predominant, representing around 87% of the total. 

Starting with Finance (21%), which has the highest focus from the interviewees, because they 
assume that should be privileged financial knowledge by the founders, but also sharing this 
burden with the specific skill to apply for funding (29%), after these, the Lean methodology for 
start-ups, and for last, with only 10% of this skill set, we have internationalization. 

The Strategy set (18%), is mainly composed by three skills, Strategy itself with more than 35%, 
followed by Risk Management with 20% and Growth Strategy with almost 15%. From the very 
beginning it’s already important to have a good Leadership (29% of 17%), which is should be 
based on Communication (64%) and Negotiation (7%) skills. 

 

The success of business growth can be obtained also through a careful combination of 
Marketing and Sales, finding what the start-up doesn’t have, by Marketing (23%), or selling 
what they do (31%), and by Service Design (31%), to improve its quality and the interaction 
between the start-up and its customers. And for the last of the biggest five, Operations and 
Projects (16%), that has an overwhelming presence of 67% with the Project Management skill, 
that it is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet 
the project requirements. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 First Stages Training (author) 
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4.3 Training during the scale-up phase 

There is an entire spectrum of needs when we are growing, and comparing this current state 
with the previous it’s somehow obvious, like the natural evolution skill set. But, as Jay Goltz 
told The New York Times, “regularly, it’s just a question of refusal or of not understanding 
what you don’t understand”, and we should not fall into that trap (Sophia, 2016).  

There are five big sets of skills, with a sixth, Strategy, trying to gain some weight or at least 
approaching (11%). For this last one, Risk Management grows to 29%, and the Growth Strategy 
reaches the same result of 29%, Strategy itself decreases to 21%. 

The growth from Marketing and Sales (19%), having Sales increased to 48%, and Marketing 
to 39%, stating that the alignment of both strategies and actions, making the most from an 
opportunity. The rule being that marketing creates conditions for the sale to take place, having 
this alignment we have “smarketing” (Cheung, 2015). The remaining 13% are divided through 
Digital marketing, Service design and Design. 

 

Surely the great peak is for HR with 18% (previously 6%), and continue to give us some proofs, 
that when we are growing, it’s difficult to attract talent and also to retain it 46%, but having 
also the will to follow-up activities 23% and for hands on workshops 23%.  

Although Finance loses some presence, from 21% to 16%, the Funding skill almost than double 
than before, reaching 58%, but what is also impressive is the value achieved by the 
internationalization 42%, four times more than before. 

Opposing to the previous variation, Leadership maintained 17%, but changing some weight, 
with Communication just reaching 40%, and Leadership improving for 30%, Negotiation 
obtained 15%, Empowering 5% and Stress Management 10%. Having almost the same result, 
Operations and Projects (14%), has a resetting focus, with weight change for Operations 29% 
and Project 29%. Logistics and SCRUM, having each 12%, and CMMI and Kanban the rest. 

 

 

Figure 17 Scale-up Training (author) 
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4.4 Training Selection 

The question about choosing the type of training, general or customized, was not focused in a 
specific start-up phase. This, together with the fact that we used open-ended questions, lead to 
more broad but conclusive results, below we present some of the different opinions shared. 

“(…) we think that it’s important to have customized training for our needs, but sometimes we 
just do some general training for different workers and change their functions afterwards inside 
the company for increasing competence (…)” 

Internal View, about type of training 

“(…) we would gain more if it were more focused (...) 

Internal View, about type of training 

“(…) in the initial phase of the start-up more general training, but on the scale-up phase it should 
be customized (…) 

Internal View, about type of training 

“(…) the generalization of the training can take place in the initial start-up, for as is already in 
scale-up phase the requirements are higher and it becomes necessary to customize (…) 

External View, about type of training 

“(…) in the first phase it can be general, but for the scale-up phase it’s very relevant to the start-
up to customize (…) 

External View, about type of training 

After analyzing the different opinions, we can see that there is a proximity between the results, 
among the interviewees who choose a mixed solution and those who opt for a customized 
solution. For the first, in the initial phase training should be generally as follows initial 
requirements of the "project", but at a later stage, the start-up of the structure and is already in 
scale-up phase should have a customized training. On the other hand, there is also the belief 
that opts for a customized solution regardless of the start-up phase. It’s relevant to understand 
which components of training are more and less helpful, for which populations, and whether 
training might (only) be effective when bundled with complementary interventions (Fairlie et 
al., 2015). 

 

Figure 18 Training Selection (author) 
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4.5 Operational Supporting Services used during the first stages of start-ups 

When the start-up is being developed, normally just need to focus on its project, and quoting 
Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook, “a simple rule of business is, if you do the things that are 
easier first, then you can actually make a lot of progress.” In the first stages, the operational 
supporting services with more weight are those related to Infrastructure 34%, Broadband 17% 
and Accessibility 15%, Hardware and Legal have each one around 5%. The other services like 
“Funzone”, Cloud, Finance, Open Space, Communications and Intellectual Property just have 
2% each. 

4.6 Operational Supporting Services used during scale-up phase of start-ups 

The transition from start-up mode to scale-up, concentrates the team energy on creating a 
structured organization (Blank, and Dorf, 2012). This sentence characterizes the change not 
only the start-up but also the business requirements, there is a need to adapt the start-up, from 
the “project” to the strategy. This stage is characterized by a change from the physical element 
to the social, with the sharp decline of Infrastructure from 34% to a mere 7%, having more 
emphasis on Mentoring 18%, Network 18%, Experience 17% and Meetings 8%. The Legal and 
Intellectual Property have 4% and 5% respectively, and the rest of results share values from 2% 
to 1% each, having no weight in total appreciation. 

Figure 19 OSS First Stages (author) 

Figure 20 OSS in Scale-up phase (author) 
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5 Designing the Training Program 

This study, and after a closer scrutiny, reveals that regardless the scale-up experience, the 
common problems are arising at similar stages in their development. These points of 
resemblance can be organized into a framework that increases our understanding of the nature, 
characteristics, and problems of businesses, giving a path that can improve success, based on 
the shared experience. 

There is a shift from a start-up view to an attitude-changing perspective of entrepreneurship 
education. However, with a diversity of target groups, there is still a non-alignment between 
what educators and other stakeholders wish to achieve in educating for entrepreneurship with 
the applied pedagogical approaches, and success indicators (Mwasalwiba, 2010). For example, 
Honig (2004) proposes an experiential learning based model for educating within 
entrepreneurship, stating that programs that provide real-world experience have proven to be 
successful in enhancing entrepreneurial intentions. 

In Mwasalwiba (2010) review, he also found that most scholars are of the opinion that there is 
a need to be more innovative on designing modules that will enable learners to achieve their 
predetermined outcomes in learning either for, about or in entrepreneurship. The objectives and 
type of audience have to be matched with the course contents and teaching methods but instead, 
“service systems can be designed for the customer experience” (Patrício et al., 2011).  

Quoting Kolb(1984), “Learning is a holistic process of adaptation to the world, 
entrepreneurship it is something you learn in practice. Entrepreneurship is learning by doing”. 

5.1 Training Methodology 

This section introduces a proposed methodology to design a training program for scale-ups. 
This methodology proposal, with a step-by-step approach follows four distinct stages: 
evaluation, suggestion, selection and action (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 21 Step-by-step Training Methodology (author) 
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For Phase 1, the Evaluation, our study shows that the trainer or consultant, we will need to 
collect data for the first diagnosis, which is key step to assume adequacy of the training to the 
scale-up needs and mission objectives. In Ofluoglu and Cakmak (2011) words, we must analyze 
as much information as possible about organizational goals, jobs and tasks related to 
organizational objectives, competencies and skills that are needed, and individuals who are to 
be trained. This phase is characterized by the detection of needs, individual and collective level, 
in the knowledge, skills and attitudes, to prepare a training plan. With a systematic exploration 
of the organizational situation, usually linked to the organization's performance in its different 
levels of analysis: before and during scale-up phase. Although some investigators believe in 
three levels for this analysis, concerning the organization, work and employee, we define as 
core the organizational strategy, and the internal and external conditions of the organization, 
determining the current state of knowledge, attitudes and skills. Considering Maritz and Brown 
(2012), many assessment measures have been proposed, because assessment is complex due 
the number of variables, but in our opinion, we should focus on what are the main forces, 
internal and external, that are driving this training, and are stakeholder’s constraints. 

a) What is the scale-up trying to accomplish? 
b) Training history of the scale-up? 
c) What skills will be addressed by the training? 
d) Who needs to be trained? 
e) Who is going to do the training? 
f) Review job descriptions and organizational chart. 

In Phase 2, the Suggestion, the trainer or consultant present a desired situation, identifying the 
necessary or desired conditions for organizational success, through the knowledge and skills 
needed to develop the scale-up. What is the state of knowledge or skills proficiency they need 
to achieve the goals they want to achieve, based on the current condition. The difference 
between these two phases, the current and the desired, shows the evidence gaps that can be 
overcome with the development of appropriate training plans. At this point, in the competency 
needs, we list the skills set, with the Themes Proposal (Table 5) and with information in 
Appendix I, knowledge and attitudes that must be the priorities for the scale-up, based in our 
study, and what enduring characteristics they expect from all the workers, but also the expected 
results and benefits, which can lead to a performance improvement, and consequences if 
training is not conducted (Brown, 2002). Having in mind the start-up life-cycle, it is more 
meaningful to have an organization centered training program, and taking also in account their 
direction in terms of technologies, resources, priorities and timing (Morano, 1973). 

 

Table 5 Themes Proposal (author) 
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In Phase 3 the Selection, after the presentation of the business context and the improvement 
opportunity, the trainer or consultant have to select what is best suited for the scale-up and its 
team, suggesting the issues which need to be addressed, having in mind the table of constraints 
from the study but also the trigger skills already listed from the organization. Returning to 
Kolb’s Learning Cycle, there is no “one size that fits all”, a course or a programme should be 
designed for a target group (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). 

 

In Phase 4 the Action, is characterized by the implementation of the customized training 
program, where the selection of phase 3 is planned and executed. This methodology follows a 
continuous improvement logic, meaning that after each Action, the trainer or consultant, or even 
the start-up, should make an Evaluation, continuously replicating the process. This re-
assessment ultimately makes the clearance of the changes that the implementation of training 
really brought, looking for real changes from training impact in the organization as a whole. 

 

5.2 Service Design 

We stated in the Introduction that this research aims to provide a methodology for the design 
of training programs for start-ups in the scale-up phase. In section 2, and for literature review, 
Ostrom et al. (2010) have strengthened the concept of service design, by affirming that fills the 
gap, being the prescription, between what is the customer pain and the service experience 
solution. This needs conveyor, contributes to bring the proposed training methodology, through 
design to the scale-up, focusing in all stakeholders, from staff, operations and suppliers 
(Hegeman, 2013). 

The service design will approach this proposed training methodology to the user experience, 
improving the connection between the scale-up and objectives of improvement, by addressing 
to the Bridge Model (Dubberly et al., 2008), and after understanding the customer experience, 
with the stakeholder holistic view, we will model the customer experience designing the service 
solution (Patrício et al., 2011). 

5.2.1 Stakeholders Map 

The objective is also the co-creation of the training program with this methodology, with 
outcomes that can vary for each user (or scale-up). Hence, each experience can be completely 
different from the other. 

The service design involves more than just a scale-up, often there are many users at the same 
time or with different time lapses but with the same motto (scale-up). Mapping them was the 
key to the perception from where they came, what are they looking and their relationship with 
the scale-up (Figure). This also enables start-ups to understand what the trainer or consultant, 
or even the scale-up, are doing, supporting and improving the quality of the program. 
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These different perspectives, which we mentioned in Methodology 3.5.1 and detailed in 
Appendix J, and that can gives a holistic view of the scale-ups pains. 

5.2.2 Design the Service Concept 

In Multilevel Service Design (MSD) approach, which we address in Service Design Methods 
2.8.1, the scale-up can see the set of themes offerings (Appendix I) that is presented by this 
proposed methodology 5.1 and the respective interrelationships between their needs, cocreating 
their value constellation experience (Patricio et al., 2011), and mapping those themes in the 
Customer Value Constellation (CVC).  

This study results show the core training themes from the first stages of development to those 
needed during the scale-up phase, as we see in Figure 22 (Appendix I), and the design of the 
service concept for this study reveal that we should include scale-up suggestions and feedback, 
as we can see in Figure 20, and stated in value co-creation 2.7, based also on the Bridge Model 
(Dubberly et al., 2008), and considering that the use of models in this realm of abstraction, 
improves communication of knowledge (Teixeira et al., 2012). 

The conclusions from the interviews related to training, that are detailed in Stakeholder Holistic 
View, and also in Appendix I, reflect the start-up evolution, but more important, allowed us to 

Figure 22 Stakeholders Map (author) 

Figure 23 Training Evolution (author) 
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improve the possibilities to match to the scale-up vision of the results from this service to this 
proposed methodology expectations. However the service positioning of this methodology, 
highlighted by the themes proposal is wider, allowed also the scale-up to assemble additional 
themes from the CVC (Figure 23).   

 

By the analysis proposed in Phase 1, mentioned in section 5.1, the existent training needs are 
collected, determining the state of knowledge, attitudes and skills, including also the 
organizational goals. The mapping of the CVC (Figure 23), will allow us to identify which 
themes should be taken as priority, considering the results of our qualitative study. 

 

5.2.3 Design the Service System 

For the design of the service system, and in the Multilevel Service Design (MSD) methodology 
we consider as the most relevant to use in our study the Service System Navigation (SSN), 
because it maps the scale-ups path across all the service encounters of the service experience 
(Patricio and Fisk, 2012), giving the scale-up perception of the service, and additionally the 
right track of the proposed methodology.     

The modeling of Service System Navigation (SSN) presented in Figure 24, was supported by 
the results of this study, as well by our understanding of the Service Experience. 

 

 

Figure 24 Scale-up Training Value Constelation (author) 
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The design of the links between the different proposed methodology activities, in the different 
service encounters, are possible by the SSN mapping, that enhance the possible paths for the 
scale-up across the training methodology. 

This SSN analysis has followed the four phases of the methodology, including the co-creation 
of value, from the scale-up feedback, with a full routine of a new training implemented in a 
scale-up. The first meeting and the collecting of data, where the trainer or consulter, and the 
scale-up exchange information, the evaluation of the data and the exchange of insights between 
the trainers and other consulters. After this, the program is built and presented to the scale-up 
that discuss it, bringing that feedback to another round of data collection and exchange of 
insights. The training is presented and deployed, after this implementation, the trainer or 
consulter gather feedback, re-evaluating the results of the training program.      

 

5.2.4 Design the Service Encounter 

The Service Encounter is the design of the different service encounters, and is the last step of 
the Multilevel Service Design (MSD), with the scale-up through the service experience 
blueprint (SEB) (Patricio et al., 2008).  

The SEB is considered a multidisciplinary method to design the different experiences 
interfaces, mapping all the actions that are crucial to the service delivery process. The activities 
that are most important are the ones with scale-up contact, so we designed for this service 
encounter, the phase 1, the evaluation e feedback of the scale-up (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25 Service System Navigation for New Training (author) 
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By analysing the SEB of the selected service encounter (Figure 25), which was supported by 
the results of this study, as well by our understanding of the Service Experience, there is a clear 
perspective for the scale-up of the involvement, which steps that will follow, and the stage for 
the program selection. This is a change of perspective, as Teixeira et al. (2012) said, from 
training to scale-up centric, building experiences, recording each touch point, improving details, 
growing the overall experience at each customer contact of his journey.    

 

Figure 26 Service Experience Blueprint for Phase 1 (author) 
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6 Conclusion and Challenges 

Entrepreneurship is recognized as an important contributor to the world economy and therefore 
there is a need to create more knowledge about this high risk sector, especially on what regards 
the increase of start-ups success. This thesis contributes to the field of research of 
entrepreneurship with: (1) knowledge about the training needs of managers of start-ups in the 
scale-up phase; and (2) a step-by-step methodology for the design of a training program for 
these managers.  

Although training programs for entrepreneurs at the early stages of start-ups are quite 
disseminated, we identified a need to focus this research on the training needed in a less 
explored phase, namely the scale-up phase. During scale-up entrepreneurs have to learn how to 
operate a business venture effectively and the success factors for entrepreneurial growth. The 
valley of death is the great obstacle of their growth, and this study highlights key findings that 
may help surpass it. 

Results from our exploratory field research show an evolution of the training themes from the 
first stages of development to those needed during the scale-up phase. In fact, the priorities 
given during the first stages of development are: Finance, Strategy, Leadership, Marketing & 
Sales, and Operations & Projects. Later, during scale-up phase, the priorities change to: 
Marketing & Sales, Human Resources, Leadership, Finance, Operations & Projects, and 
Strategy. These findings are aligned for example with the Scaleup UK 2016 report, which states 
that UK major issues for scaling-up are hiring talent (Human Resources), accessing leadership 
capacity (Leadership), and reaching clients (Marketing & Sales). Still, this report identifies 
further topics such as tax breaks, gaining bank loan finance, and attracting VC funding 
(Finance). 

Furthermore, our results developed insights about the start-ups training needs and the paths that 
can be chosen towards designing a training program. Starting from the start-up management 
point of view, who is the user of the methodology proposed in this thesis, the step-by-step 
approach follows four distinct stages: evaluation, suggestion, selection and action. 

In order to reinforce this study, and validate our proposed methodology, future research should 
implement this training program in several start-ups and gather data about its efficacy.      
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APPENDIX  A:Interview Protocol (Internal and External View) and Informed Consent 
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APPENDIX  B: Start & Scale Week 
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APPENDIX  C: Startup Clinic Sessions Event 
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APPENDIX  D: BGI Digital Innovation Funnel 
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APPENDIX  E: Data Collection - Internal View 
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APPENDIX  F: Data Collection - External View 
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APPENDIX  G: Data Collection – Data Listing 
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APPENDIX  H: Data Collection – Question Data Listing 
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APPENDIX  I: Data Coding – Themes Skills Set (First Stages and Scale-ups) 
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APPENDIX  J: Detailed Plan 
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APPENDIX  K: Memos 

 

 

 

 


